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ABSTRACT

State Islamic University Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta as rapidly growing university toward world-class research university placed in the edge of Jakarta has academic information centre running by Pustipanda (The Center of Information Technology and Database). The academic information system (AIS) has been used for recording an academic activity in university for almost a decade. This information system has a functionality for detecting the lecturer attendance, but the attendance system needs to be input by admin. In this research, the system to detect attendance from lecturer is build and synchronize to university academic information system. Internet of Things, based on ITU-T 2015, some objects are able to transmit data among object by using Internet connection. It means by this technology the internet used has been widely changed, from human to machine communication now also become machine-to-machine communications. By using this technology a small object or device is able to implement into electrical system to detect an activity occurred in the room. Things implemented in the room are able to monitor which electronic device is active and motion of moving objects, also the position of objects. The communication connection between smart phones and access point in the class room is also monitored in order to identify the lecturer identity.
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